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 CO-OPERATION AND INDUSTRY IN IRELAND

 H. F. NORMAN

 IT is strange, that instinctive shrinking with which the sound
 of the word 'industry' falls on the ear of the Celt, strange
 and yet most natural. The Celt, as we know, in Ireland and
 in the Highlands of Scotland is dowered with an artistic
 temperament even when, as not infrequently occurs, he is
 denied the gift of artistic utterance and the heritage of
 artistic power. Because of this artistic temperament, with
 its longing for the unattained and often for the unattainable,
 with its ' revolt against the despotism of fact,' its sometimes
 turbulent but often splendid unrest, the sound of that word
 industry, with its suggestion of ordered, regular, monotonous
 routine, is as the sound of falling rain to children imprisoned
 indoors in wintry weather; and yet some of the most laborious
 work is carried on by that same Celtic race on the seaboard of
 the Atlantic, and, I believe, too, on the borders of the Northern
 seas. So irksome is the idea of industry to the artistic
 intelligence as reflected in the Celtic mind, that one fears lest
 even the sight of the word at the heading of a page in this Review
 may scare off the reader for whom primarily, and not for the
 virtuous and well-ordered business man, these pages are, I
 presume, published. I do not, however, believe that there is
 any inevitable conflict between industry and the Celtic in-
 telligence, and if the reader cares to follow a very brief out-
 line of a movement which is of much importance to the future
 of the people of Ireland, I think he will agree with me that
 there is abundant reason why a narrative of that movement
 should accept the kind hospitality offered it in a paper devoted
 to Celtic interests and published in Scotland.

 The history of industry in Ireland during the close of the
 last century and at the opening of this one is largely the
 record of agricultural development. Our greatest industries
 in Ireland are industries of the farm-greatest not only in
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 that farming supports more human beings than all the
 mechanical industries, but also in that from the natural con-
 ditions of the country-soil, climate, coastline, and the rest-
 and from the natural aptitudes of the people, since great
 manufacturing industries on a large scale are neither possible
 nor desirable, our nation must choose between improving the
 conditions under which the foundation industry of the country
 is to be worked, and giving up her inheritance altogether. It
 was this discovery which set Sir Horace Plunkett some sixteen
 years ago to bring together the small group of thinkers and
 workers, formed irrespective of party ties, and in defiance of
 the theory that Irishmen of opposite political camps and
 sectarian beliefs 'can conspire but cannot ca-operate.' It was
 this discovery, too, which Father Finlay, one of the earliest
 and staunchest of Sir Horace's colleagues, and himself an
 independent pioneer in industrial work, made and published
 when he delivered an address (since republished as a leaflet
 and distributed broadcast) on ' Co-operation and the saving of
 the Celt'; and it was a natural, practical outcome of their
 alliance and that of a determined knot of adherents, Catholic
 and Protestant, Nationalist and Unionist, that the Recess
 Committee and, later on, the Irish Agricultural Organisation
 Society should seek to form combinations of farmers into
 co-operative associations and plant them thick throughout
 the country districts. The planting of the first few saplings
 took several years, for the farmer is conservative in every
 country, and the Celt is ever conservative too; but the first
 sapling was the beginning of a thicket, and our country is
 afforested now, if I may continue the image, by over eight
 hundred co-operative societies, embracing about 80,000 in-
 dividual farmers.

 I have implied that the Celtic farmer is a conservative of
 conservatives. I have just been reading some recent reports
 of the Scottish Congested Districts Board, and I trace that
 romantic love for old things, which is so curious an element
 in the psychology of a people who are also eager for variety,
 writ large all over it. What is true of the Highlands and
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 Islands of Scotland is no less true of this ancient land. And

 strange as it may seem, it is to some extent through this very
 conservatism, in union with another Celtic trait, that the
 innovations of the co-operative system of farming have begun
 to strike such deep and rapid roots. The other trait is the
 feeling for the clan. In Ireland we have lost our national
 characteristics to a considerable extent, and we have never
 perfected others which are latent in our psychology, and
 which the Scottish Highlander developed. Our chief families
 have no distinctive dress, and many of them are de-nationalised
 in other ways as well. But the ' common people,' that bulwark
 of the social and religious reformer, have never lost feeling for
 the spirit of the clan, and, the day of the old sad faction fight
 being dead, at least in its primitive way, the day for transmut-
 ing loyalty to the group into a higher form of social instinct
 has come. That form is co-operation-the alchemy by which
 the farming of the future is to be made a success amongst the
 new peasant proprietary which is evolving out of recent land
 purchase legislation.

 And now it is time to tell in some detail what co-operation
 as applied to farming in Ireland really means. The denizen
 of the town usually connects co-operation in his mind with
 those so-called 'co-operative stores' whose chief attraction for
 the masculine mind is that he can there purchase his golf balls
 cheap, and for the feminine intelligence that the costumes
 offered there are fashionable as well as cheap. In Scotland
 besides those stores which are 'co-operative' in name only,
 there is also amongst the working people a network of real
 co-operative stores which are affiliated to a Wholesale
 Society. But all this excellent body of trade is quite remote
 from what we mean in Ireland by agricultural co-operation.
 As we are farmers, we direct the principle of combination
 primarily to production, and we touch purchase and sale only
 as these relate to the life of the farming industry. Our
 principal product is butter. We claim in Ireland, and I think
 our claim is just, that our best butter is not surpassed by any
 in the world. To organise the butter industry was thus the
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 first business of the pioneers of' the new agriculture.' The
 first co-operative dairying society cost Sir Horace Plunkett
 fifty meetings. The second did not follow till twelve months
 more of strenuous propaganda had intervened. There are
 three hundred of them in existence to-day. It was hard work
 in those earlier days to overcome prejudice, but whenever a
 convert was made, whenever, leaping across the wall of pre-
 judice which separated and still separates Nationalist and
 Unionist, a man resolved to work for Ireland in the economic
 sphere with others of opposed opinions, that man usually
 became a zealot. Priests and local landlords have helped in
 the building of creameries with their own hands when labour
 was difficult to get or the incentive of personal effort was
 necessary, and the fact that a great deal of the help and a
 great deal of the money required for the early propaganda
 was supplied by Unionists did more perhaps than anything
 else in the life of Ireland during the last decade and a half to
 heal old estrangements and to render possible that public
 temper in which the conference of landlords and tenants took
 place out of which the Wyndham settlement of the land
 question arose.

 But to return to the creamery. The principle of co-
 operative association adopted in starting the dairying societies
 was this: A sufficient number of farmers having become con-
 vinced that the substitution of machinery for hand labour
 would save its cost and something more; would improve the
 quality of the butter, give it uniformity and help Ireland to
 regain the place on the British market from which the co-
 operative creameries of Denmark had dislodged her, the
 farmers guaranteed the milk of their cows, took t1 shares
 (five shillings only being called up), elected a committee, built
 a creamery, usually on borrowed capital or on a bank over-
 draft, employed a manager, and marketed the butter made by
 the centrifugal separator either through a 'Co-operative
 Agency Society,' which is a federation of local societies, or
 singly. Of course as the milk-suppliers, or 'patrons' as they
 are called in America, were also shareholders, it was always
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 to the interest of the committee to pay for milk the highest
 price the conditions of the butter market would allow, leaving,
 of course, adequate margin for cost of working and a profit,
 not to exceed five per cent., to be given back to the share-
 holders either in cash or in further shares. Put broadly, the
 result of thus substituting amongst these three hundred and
 fifty groups of farmers, with their membership of 40,000,
 machine-made and uniform butter for the older kind has

 meant that the cows of these 40,000 people have been value
 to them for thirty per cent. more than in the time of the old
 system, and that an education in business methods, in public
 spirit and in combination for useful ends, which cannot be
 expressed in percentages or measured at all, has been begun
 in over three hundred 'away back' districts of rural Ireland.
 It means, too, that the illusion that 'Ireland a nation' is an
 impossible sentiment except on the condition that 'butter
 must be made on strict Nationalist principles' (a phrase
 actually used years ago in a Munster village) is passing away,
 and that the theory that the bitter feud between Orangeman
 and Nationalist in Ulster must be regarded by each of them
 as an evangel to be taught and cherished from sire to son is
 being replaced by a toleration as broad and virile as the old
 hate was narrow and hysterical, though it does not mean that
 Nationalists have abandoned their dream of 'Ireland a nation,'
 or Orangemen their watchwords of 'civil and religious
 liberty.'

 There are, of course, several other types of co-operative
 society which go to the making of the eight hundred I have
 mentioned, but before discussing these I must allude to the
 central body which Sir Horace Plunkett and his friends
 founded in 1894. The Irish Agricultural Organisation
 Society bears a similar relation to these co-operative societies
 to what the Gaelic League Executive body bears to the local
 branches, but with some important differences. As the
 latter organisation fathers each branch the branch cannot be
 said to have a live existence unless affiliated with the parent
 body, but so anxious is the I.A.O.S. that no possible stone
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 should be left unturned to help the farmer that affiliation is not
 made a condition precedent to the starting of a local society,
 nor until lately was it made a fundamental rule that the
 fosterage of a society, by means not only of parental advice
 but of definite expert aid, could only be given to affiliated
 societies. The expense of sending experts or organisers to so
 many societies was, however, so much in excess of the small
 affiliation fees charged that it was found necessary, in the just
 interests of societies which affiliated, to withhold help from
 those which did not. The help supplied by the I.A.O.S. is of a
 varied character, but it is chiefly educational. It helps local
 committees in their business or trading or accountancy diffi-
 culties; it helps in the adjustment of disputes where societies
 working side by side are liable to 'tap' the same neighbour-
 hood or to compete in an unfriendly way against each other,
 and generally it acts as the most necessary 'guide, philosopher
 and friend' of young inexperienced groups of co-operators.
 But, of course, its main business has hitherto been the organ-
 ising of new districts, and though, as the sinews of war, which,
 apart from affiliation fees (furnishing from ten to twenty per
 cent. of the expenditure only) are purely voluntary and do not
 promise to go on for ever, there seems to be a growing necessity
 for less fresh organisation and more concentration of work
 upon the societies already in existence, it is to be hoped that
 the work of the I.A.O.S., as the parent of many children, has
 not yet reached its close. The I.A.O.S., which was originally
 largely a nominated body, is now chosen on a strictly elective
 basis, with representatives for each of the provinces and a
 broadly democratic constitution. This body, then, is the
 originator of the societies I am about to discuss.

 We have already seen the part the creameries play in Irish
 farming. The hen plays, or should play, in properly organised
 agriculture, a scarcely less important part than the cow. The
 pig as a rent-payer is an old story, but the true reign of the
 rooster has only begun. How much the hen-wife thinks of her
 brood, however, one little incident may serve to illustrate. It
 was in the West, where our congested districts are, and where
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 the inhabitants of the small and miserable cabins include, too

 often, other bipeds besides humans. An English lady, travel-
 ling there a few years ago, was much distressed to find hens
 roosting over the best bed and squatting in the hearth-place.
 'Have you,' she said, 'no other place for the hens except in the
 room with yourselves ? Surely there is a stable or outhouse
 of some kind ?' 'Ah, musha no, ma'am,' replied the woman
 of the house-also, I make no doubt a 'lady,' as our peasant
 women of Connemara are-' but, sure, the craythers they
 contint themselves!' That is very largely the point of view
 of the peasant towards the hen that lays him golden eggs-
 for are they not one of his chief ties to life and means of sub-
 sistence ? Well, the co-operative movement in Ireland
 includes hen farming also. Over a dozen societies for the
 joint sale of eggs published their returns in the last report of
 the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society, and the number
 of such societies in actual existence to-day must be about
 double this. These societies are a great boon to the small
 farmers who have hitherto had to market their eggs through
 the local dealers or 'higglers' as the country people call them.
 Most of the poorer farmers have contrived during bad times
 to get in the dealer's debt, for the dealer sells as well as buys,
 and in many districts the cost of the tea and sugar and flour and
 oatmeal-so large a part of the Irish peasant's staple food-
 is paid in eggs which the dealer exports. Probably, too, the
 dealer is a gombeen man or village usurer. Unfortunately,
 once in a dealer's books the chances that a peasant in a small
 way will ever get free again are often very remote, and of
 course in these circumstances he must be thankful to sell his

 eggs for whatever the dealer cares to give him. But where
 the co-operative society exists, there he can have his eggs
 bought at a fair market price, marketed not through local
 middlemen but direct, and the whole profits of the sale, when
 expenses of management, cartage, freight, etc., have been
 deducted, are his own. It is a very humble business, but it
 means to many a family on the hither side of the poverty line
 the difference between a modest prosperity and disaster in
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 either of its blackest forms, the workhouse and the emigrant
 ship.

 There are few problems more difficult to deal with in
 developing agricultural communities than problems of credit.
 I use the word communities deliberately, for it is the strength
 and the weakness of the Celtic nature, as we know it in Ireland
 at least, that individualism amongst us is not, as amongst
 Teutonic peoples, the keynote of our life. Individuality, in-
 deed, is one of the strongest traits of the Irishman, but it is
 an individuality which needs for its unfolding the human
 environment in which it is rooted, which is not separable
 from it, and on whose recognition, and one might almost say
 support, it depends for its existence. The Irish peasant in
 America may be a most successful man of business or he may
 fail entirely, that depends on his grit, of course; but at home
 the charm of his life is that he is 'one of the neighbours.'
 Now it is in 'good neighbourhood' that the co-operative
 principle finds its strongest support, and this is the secret
 of the success of associated credit in a pre-eminent degree.
 I have spoken already of the 'gombeen men.' The tyranny
 which this class has exercised in Ireland has been more sordid

 than, perhaps, any of the other ills which the peasant farmer
 of Ireland has had to endure, and in delivering the people
 from his baneful influence the agricultural credit societies are
 doing the most effective and characteristic work of any branch
 of the movement which the Irish Agricultural Organisation
 Society has initiated. Sir Horace Plunkett has pointed out
 that it is a question how far the 'peasant proprietor' is
 likely to become in Ireland the successful business farmer
 which he is popularly supposed to be on the continent of
 Europe, but that there is little doubt that a 'peasant pro-
 prietary,' knit together into a number of independent com-
 monwealths with the parishes for their boundaries and the
 family for the economic unit, has a most interesting future
 before it. If, however, this ideal of a countryside in which
 the people shall learn independence through mutual inter-
 dependence is to be realised as speedily as the organisation
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 of agriculture in foreign countries competing with ours in-
 dicates, as a necessary condition of agricultural progress
 everywhere, it can only be through the rapid spread of the
 agricultural credit society. Fortunately this part of the
 co-operative movement is one of the most popular. There
 are at present 212 of these societies, or ' banks' as they are
 called. During the year 1903, the latest year for which
 figures are yet available, loans to the extent of d20,000 were
 paid to members (of whom there were then about 8000;
 there are now probably 9000), the average amount of the
 loans being about r5. It is not, however, by looking at
 statistics that any adequate idea of the utility of these rural
 banks can be formed. Before their advent the very small
 farmer could not, in nine cases out of ten, get a loan from
 the ordinary joint-stock bank. If he wished to obtain a loan
 from a money-lender, whether a usurer trading as a so-called
 agricultural bank, or from a shopkeeper, he was obliged to
 lose a day going to the local town, and to bring with him
 two sureties whose loss of time also had to be considered.

 The rate of interest charged him was frequently enormous
 and always disproportionate. The loans were more often than
 not given by a publican, and 'treating' was an understood
 part of the bargain. The terms for which such loans were
 given were not for a year but for such a fraction of the year
 as made regular repayment singularly inconvenient at the
 expiration of the term. In fine, the whole system was so
 devised that once the halter of debt was placed around the
 neck of the farmer he could hardly ever escape again. It
 will be seen, therefore, that some cheaper and more humane
 system was sadly needed. Not only are co-operative credit
 societies, as established in Ireland on the Raiffeisen model,
 cheaper (the usual rate of interest for the loans is five per cent.)
 and more business-like, being only advanced where there is a
 reasonable probability that the loan is self-reproductive and
 will almost inevitably find its way back at the end of the
 stated time, but they have three special kinds of human
 value as well. In the first place, the loan is only given by
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 the society to one of its own members, who must be a neigh-
 bour of approved character for honesty, industry, and intelli-
 gence. This makes the society take an interest in the
 well-being of each of its members. It is to the interest of the
 group that every unit in it who has borrowed or who may
 borrow from the society should thrive. Then the loan is only
 given for an approved economic purpose, e.g. to buy a cow
 with the view of selling the progeny, or to procure a better
 kind of agricultural implement than the one in use and so
 add to the profits of the farm. In this way the difference is
 taught between 'borrowing to spend' and 'borrowing to
 make.' Finally, because the member is entitled to his loan
 and can take it (on the strength of two guarantors who must
 of course belong to the society); he suffers no loss of in-
 dependence and stands as well with 'the neighbours' as
 before the loan-better indeed in so far as the loan is based

 on the belief that this loan so far from losing 'both itself and
 friend' will find the man richer and the money returned with
 interest at the end of the borrowing period. Surely that is
 a creditable credit which is represented by 3722 loans granted
 (1903), only one, or possibly two, of which, out of the total
 may turn out to be bad debts, but none of which leave the
 society poorer than when it started.

 There is another benefit conferred by the credit societies
 on the district: they act as deposit or savings banks. We in
 Ireland are often accused of insularity in our patriotism. Cer-
 tainly, in so far as insularity implies a duty towards Ireland
 first and chiefly, many of us will cheerfully plead guilty, I think.
 As it is, too much of the money of our people is sunk in
 British and foreign investments, and so is of little or no
 appreciable advantage to the localities from which it comes.
 This the agricultural credit societies to some extent obviate
 by borrowing from the better-off people in the parish to lend
 to the worse off. In some cases sufficient money is raised
 locally to provide for the loans. When, however, other means
 are needed recourse is had either to the Department of Agri-
 culture, which lends at three per cent. per annum, or to a
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 local joint-stock bank, which lends at four per cent. on the
 'overdraft' plan. For these loans the members of the society
 through their committee pledge their joint and several
 liability. Thus is local patriotism stimulated and public
 spirit developed. In many districts of the West where the
 clan spirit is alive and where that dependence upon the
 unknown event exists, which some call faith and some call
 superstition, the money borrowed is termed 'the lucky money,'
 and many are the stories one hears of the good the banks
 have done and the spirit of thrift, temperance, and good-will
 which they evoke.

 There are several minor forms of co-operative enterprise
 which I must not now attempt to deal with in detail. There
 are flax societies, beekeepers' societies, and gardening societies.
 There is a plucky and promising effort to bring co-operative
 principles into town industry in the Sligo Manufacturing
 Society, and there are the three important trade federa-
 tions-two of which market the butter and honey, and one
 of which 'clubs' the orders of the agricultural societies
 for artificial fertilisers. There is also a very hopeful new
 development in the live-stock insurance projects, which are
 akin to the 'banks.' In these societies the members can

 insure their stock against illness and accident at very low
 rates, and a new interest in 'the bill of health' of the cattle
 of others in the society is not the least of the benefits one
 foresees in this common-sense arrangement. The beginnings
 of fraternal feeling are often to be found in mutual interests,
 and, as it is true of the Irish peasant that kindly social feel-
 ing is the breath of his life (in normal conditions-I do not
 mean that there are no exceptions), it is interesting to find
 that the new spirit in agricultural matters gives to the
 warmth of the people a protection in the form of a common
 interest.

 There is still so much that might be said in an article
 already, I fear, cumbrously long, that I must hurry over the
 remaining points. The introduction of machinery into dairy-
 ing has relieved the farmer's family of much drudgery in the
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 shape of butter-making. How far this relief can be calculated
 to work out as an unmixed blessing, must depend upon what
 use is made of the time and energy thus set free. It is to
 help to utilise the new leisure of the women workers by whom
 in the old regime the butter was usually made, that our
 ' Home Industries' Societies have been started. As I write,
 there are about fifty-six of these in existence. They aim at
 forming groups of girl and women village workers who can
 learn to make lace or crochet or embroidery, and market it
 in common. Other subsidiary industries of the home or
 village are also at work, and a most interesting little colony
 is prospering at Dun Emer ('the house of Emer.' Gaelic
 readers will remember that Emer, the wife of Cuchullain, was
 skilled in embroidery and in all the arts of women). The
 ' Dun Emer Guild,' and the 'Dun Emer Industries,' work in
 the weaving of tapestries, the making of embroidery, the
 printing of books by hand, and the binding of books, also by
 hand, and it is expected that enamelling will be added. The
 work of these twin 'societies' is most artistic and delightful.
 The bulk of the Home Industry Societies, however, are
 limited to lace-making, and though much of it is beautiful,
 the fact that, a year or two since, supply threatened to stifle
 demand, obliges this branch of the work to hasten slowly
 just now.

 In the Spring estimates in the House of Commons, as
 I write, an item of m80,000 is entered for upkeep 'on
 account' of the Department of Agriculture and Technical
 Instruction. To tell the story of how Sir Horace Plunkett's
 policy of 'help for self-help' brought into being this state-
 endowed Department; how from the initiative engendered
 by the co-operative movement he advanced, supported and
 carried his claim for state aid, would need an article to itself.
 I shall merely state here that the work of the co-opera-
 tive societies, in affiliation with the I.A.O.S., is supple-
 mented and strengthened by the work of the Department,
 the one, as it were, supplying the ground and ploughing
 it, the other giving technical help and occasionally sup-
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 plying equipment, so that both alike help the farmer in
 seeding, and so increase his crop for him-whether the crop
 be actual tillage or be dairying or be the acquisition of a
 technical art. The Department's live-stock schemes, its
 agricultural instructorships, its aid to local shows, and the
 whole machinery of its county organisation, worked with the
 help of the County Councils, who levy a rate equivalent, or
 nearly equivalent, to the Department's 'grant in aid'-all
 these activities have increased local energy, and are adding
 steadily to the agricultural efficiency of the country.

 ' One in name and one in fame are the sea-divided Gael.'

 Our 'Young Irelander' who sang that pwean of the Gael in
 '48 was thinking, I know, of our brethren in America. It
 seems to me, however, that in some ways the analogies are
 closer between the Irishmen and the Highlander than
 between the Celt at home and the Irish-American. One of

 the closest points of contact is in the primitive and simple
 lives of our 'congests.' Here, again, for ample treatment,
 a fresh article would be needed. I have read the reports of
 the Scottish C.D.B., less for analogies than for contrasts,
 yet I find the analogies many and striking. Our Western
 peasants might be Hebridean in the urgency and direness
 of their needs, but the Scotsman still lacks one of our most
 valuable agencies. The Irishman has taught him to spray
 his potatoes, and the Irish Congested Districts Board has
 helped him to organise his state aid, but no one as yet has
 taught him how to borrow economically, no one as yet has
 taught him how to use the spirit of the clan in the service
 of agricultural co-operation. I hope it is of good augury
 that the first meeting in Scotland-so far as I know-of the
 (British) Agricultural Organisation Society, a society founded
 on our Irish model, and whose secretary is an Irishman, was
 held this year.

 I may add that since this hope suggested itself, and
 before this Review goes to press, I find, on the authority of
 an Irish worker in the British Co-operative movement, that
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 this movement 'has penetrated as far north as the Orkney
 Islands, where, thanks to the efforts of Mr. John B. Grahame,
 a society is being formed in the Island of Eday, which will
 become affiliated to the Agricultural Organisation Society,
 pending the establishment of a propagandist society for
 Scotland. Out of 108 male adults in the island-they are
 mostly crofters-upwards of 80 have joined the society.
 The Established Church clergyman is the President, and the
 United Free Church minister has become a member.' This

 is a fine beginning. I hope soon to hear that every agri-
 cultural islet of them all is co-operatised.

 THE FIONN SAGA

 (Continued from page 207.)

 GEORGE HENDERSON,  M.A., B.Litt., PH.D.

 THE FIRST BOOK

 CHAPTER II: ON THE COMING OF FIONN

 I. AN ERISKA ACCOUNT

 ERE reciting the incidents of the Fionn or Ossian saga,
 especially the lays, it is the custom among good Highland
 seanachies to give a short statement of the facts which are at
 the foundation of the narrative. Such a concise statement they
 term an urspainn. They often, quite rightly and modestly,
 regard the lays, as they have them, as very incomplete in com-
 parison with what they once were, and a reciter often regrets
 he cannot knit the tale well together, saying, cha'n urrainnear
 an t-seanchas a chur air a ballaibh. One hears the complaint
 that there are nowadays only fragmentary tales (smodail),
 and of these a reciter often says, even when he knows a tale
 very well, cha b'urrainn domh 'cur air a ballaibh= I could
 not arrange it consecutively.

 From one of these old men, to wit, Alastair Ruadh Mac
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